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Terminology
• Interruptions
• Voltage Dips
• Transients
Interruptions
• IEEE 1159  - voltage below 10%
• EN 50160
• Short Interruption < 3 min
• Long Interruption >3 min
Causes
• Forced Interruption
• Opening of a circuit breaker or a fuse –
due to fault
• Incorrect tripping of a protection device
• Planned Interruption
• Intentional disconection – maintenance-
Interruption
Interruptions + Overvoltage
Restoration
• Postinterruption Inrush
– Capacitors (100 A on TV set !)
– Induction Motor (5-6 nominal current)
– Saturation of transformers
Voltage Dips
• Short-duration reductions of voltage 
magnitude (90 % , < 1s)
• Increase of current
• Causes:
– Short-circuits
– Starting of motors
– Energizing of transformers
Examples
Classification of Dips
• Balanced dips , no phase jump
Dips
Classification
• Symmetry
– Three phases
– Two phases to ground
– Two phases
– Single phase to ground
• Phase jumps (X/R ratio, unsymmetry)
• Location (voltage level)
Transients
• Short duration
• Transition between two steady states
• Less than 1 cycle
• Lightning Transients
• Normal Switching Transients
• Abnormal Switching Transients
Characterizing transients
• Impulsive
– Nanosecond  - 5ns rise, lasts <50ns
• Microsecond  - 1µs rise, lasts 50ns – 1ms
• Millisecond  0.1ms rise, lasts >1ms
• Caused by lightning, removal of an 
inductive, load, loose wiring, and other 
arcing events
Characterizing
• Oscillatory
– Low frequency: <5kHz, 0.3 – 50ms, 0 – 4 pu
– Capacitor switching, ferroresonance, transformer 
energization
• Medium frequency: 5–500 kHz, 20µs, 0 – 8 pu
Back-to-back capacitor switching, cable 
switching,
• Impulse response,  High frequency: 0.5 – 5 MHz, 
5 µs, 0 – 4 pu, Response of system to an 
impulsive transient
Real Examples
Example
Effects
Hard disk crash
Power supply failure
Component failure 
Circuit board failures
Process interruptions
Smoke, fire
Propagation of Transients
• How transients travel through electrical 
systems
– Conduction
– Inductive coupling
– Capacitive coupling
– Far-field coupling
How transients travel…
• Conduction - Using any and all paths 
available
– – Power circuits
– – Communication circuits
– – Grounding systems - Water pipes – structural 
steel
• Inductive coupling
Current in a conductor may induce 
currentsand voltages in nearby circuits
• – Function of di/dt
Cont.
• Capacitive coupling
– – Parallel conductors act like a capacitor
– – Voltage can be induced on nearby conductors
– – Function of dV/dt
Principles of protection
• Limit voltage at device terminals
• Divert transient current
• Block transient current
• Bond grounds together at devices
• Reduce or prevent transient current 
flowing between grounds
Protective Devices
• Increase impedance as frequency increases
– – Low pass filters
– – Isolation transformers
– – Low impedance power conditioners
• Reduce impedance as voltage increases
– – Varistors (clamping)
– – Arc gap or electronic devices
Lightning
Direct strike
• Primary system
• Conducted to grounding and secondary system 
through arrestors
– Causes flashover – fault – sags and interruptions
– Nearby arrestors may fail
– May also cross into secondary system via interwinding
capacitance in transformers
• Secondary system and grounds
– Raises local ground voltage by several kV
– Induces voltages and currents in nearby equipment 
and systems
Lightning
Indirect strikes
• Much more common
• May cause transients in power and 
communication systems through 
conduction (resistive coupling), inductive 
coupling, or capacitive coupling
Damage
Induction
Inductive coupling to
power or communication
circuits due to current on
lightning protection
system or other lightning
current paths
Other causes
• Ferroresonance
• Energizing of capacitors
• De-energizing of Inductors
• ….
• Switching
